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Best Executive
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Hill Consulting is an Executive Find Firm with its headquarters at Rotterdam The Hague
Airport, the Netherlands. We invited founder Elly de Vrijer to tell us more about the firm.
Hill Consulting
Group was founded
in 2004 by Elly de
Vrijer, a passionate,
self-motivated
woman who has made her
mark in the ICT industry in
various sales management and
related functions at well-known
international companies. The
company believes it is important
to maintain relationships and
this is something Elly believes
is integral to the success of Hill
Consulting Group, which also
separates themselves from other
competitors.
“Hill Consulting Group prides
itself on collaborating with its
clients, becoming their trusted
advisor and partner of choice.
They value their long-term
client relationships, which have
generated numerous rewarding
experiences. The clients of
the firm are large to mediumsized companies in the private
sector with subsidiaries in The
Netherlands and the rest of the
world. The company helps the
client find top-level Executives
& Sales for leading companies
throughout the world.
“Overall, the reason behind our
success is that we feel strongly
about listening to their clients
and candidates, using empathy
and building trust. Candidates
also respect the firm for a

personal touch, attention, clear
understanding and by coaching
them, along the way, to a new
step in their career.”
Alongside this, the firm are
always looking to improve in
whichever way they can; notably
bringing in more candidates to
different and new roles. Based
in the Netherlands, Elly feels
that the location of the firm
is beneficial, particularly in
Rotterdam. The experience within
the company of finding talent
enables the firm to look towards
the future, and selecting people
for new roles is something the
firm has been doing for years.
“Located centrally in Europe,
close to UK companies, our
level of education is high and
we speak more languages (of
course Dutch but also English
& German). Specific benefits
being in the Rotterdam Region
is that we are opposite the
airport terminal and, through our
quality service, are able to prove
to some of the most influential
people in the country that we are
as good as we say.”
Moving forward, Hill Consulting
Group can look forward to
building on their continuous
success, building and maintaining
strong relationships with their
clients, diversifying their client
range even more.
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